SCRIPTURE MEMORIZATION
Isaiah 40:31 (NLT)
“Those who trust in the Lord will find new strength. They will soar high
on wings like eagles. They will run and not grow weary. They will walk
and not faint.”

Numbers 17

BLESSING
May you always stay attached to Jesus!

TAKE THE LEAD
Prepare your child for next week’s lesson by reading together
Numbers 21:4-9, the story of the brass serpent.

Aaron’s Rod
Attached to God.
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It seems the Israelites were never content. If it wasn’t one thing they
murmured about, it was another! This time they questioned Aaron’s
leadership. Why was he the only one who could take care of the
temple?
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ACTIVITY

By God’s command, each tribe wrote their name on their tribal rod.
The rods were placed in the sanctuary. God told the people that
overnight He would cause one rod to bloom! This seems impossible
to us, but God is the source of all life! The next day all the rods were
brought out of the tabernacle. Eleven rods were dead pieces of wood
as before. One rod, Aaron’s rod, from the tribe of Levi had blossomed!
Not only had it blossomed, ripe almonds were growing on it! God
instructed Moses to place Aaron’s rod in the tabernacle to forever
remind the Israelites who God had chosen to be in authority!

Note: A parent should be present for this activity or
give permission to operate the vacuum.

Levi means “attached.” When we’re attached to God we will also have
life and the Holy Spirit will produce fruit in us!

Now, put the attachments to good use, bear some fruit, and
clean a room for your parents!

Place all of the attachments on the floor. What is the
purpose of each one? Are the attachments useful without being attached to the vacuum cleaner? Place an attachment
on the vacuum cleaner and turn it on. Now remove a hose or the
attachment while it’s running. What happened? How does this
compare to being attached to Jesus?
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Before the game begins, use a fine tip black
marker to write “Levi” on one pencil.
Play this game similar to the classic game of
Pick-Up Sticks. Hold all the pencils (rods) together vertically. Pull your hand away and let the pencils (rods) drop. The first player picks up and removes as many
rods as they can without moving any other rod in the process.
No rod can move but the one the player is trying to pick up. If a
rod moves illegally, the turn ends for that player.
• What did a rod say about the person holding it?
• What happened to Aaron’s rod in the tabernacle?
• What does “Levi” mean?

KNOW YOUR BIBLE
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Look up the following verses and discuss the
questions.
John 15:1-8
• What do you think it means that God is the
gardener?
• Can we produce good fruit without being attached?
• If we produce fruit, what does that show people?
• What is a promise that is made about prayer if we stay
attached to Jesus?
John 10:27-30
• In verse 27, when it says, “They follow me”, do you think
that’s the same as being attached?
• How cool is verse 28! How long can we stay attached to
Jesus?
• Can anyone take us away from Jesus?
• What do you think is the only way we can disconnect or
detach from Jesus? 					

